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A.

PROPOSAL

Annex 19 – Appendix 5,
Paragraph 2.5., amend to read:
"2.5.

Scope of application with respect to suspension type:
Air suspension:
Any type of balanced "trailing arm" air suspension
Other suspensions: to be defined by manufacturer, model and type
(balanced/unbalanced)."

B.

JUSTIFICATION

Annex 19, Appendix 5, paragraph 2.5. requires that all suspension types are defined by the
manufacturer, model and type which in the case of air suspension is irrelevant as the design and
reactivity during braking of all air suspension systems are comparable. Therefore, in the case of
air suspension, it is only necessary to make reference to the type of suspension. However, the
design and reactivity during braking of mechanical and other suspensions are very diverse.
Therefore, it is necessary that the current requirements continue to be applied to suspension types
other than air.
At the fifty-eighth GRRF session, the French delegate requested to be advised what the
differences were in the way an air suspended trailer reacted under braking. The type of air
suspension used on trailers is of a common specific design defined as "trailing arm". Under
braking, the brake torque generated reacts to compress the air springs with the result that the
platform of the trailer over the axles reduces in height, which has the influence of producing a
rearward load transfer within the bogie. All such suspensions react in the same way and the antilock braking system manufacturers do not make any changes to recommendation of the location
of wheel speed sensors or pressure modulators when considering this design of suspension
irrespective of the source of manufacturer. This has been practice for more that twenty years
during which no problems have been experienced. Therefore, it is considered that any difference
in air suspension geometry has a negligible impact of the efficiency of the anti-lock braking
system throughout the life of the trailer.
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